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Abstract— We aim for mobile manipulation robots to function
in a diversity of common human environments. When operating
at the building scale, robots will not be able to directly observe
many of the objects it may need to complete a given task. This
circumstance necessitates maintaining beliefs over objects and
their semantic relationship to other objects and environmental
features. We describe the Generalized Object Permanence (GOP)
problem as the prediction of a target object’s location based
on its semantics with other objects (e.g. “on sofa”, “in sink”)
and a robot’s history of observations. We represent the GOP
problem through the introduction of the Semantic Linking
Map (SLiM) factor graph model. The SLiM model maintains
beliefs over all inter-object spatial relations with consideration
of three primary factors: long-term occurrence history, shortterm recent observations, and contextual relations from prior
common sense knowledge. Inference in SLiM results in an
estimated semantic location of a target object in relation
to the group of most likely semantically linked objects. We
demonstrate the efficacy of SLiM object permanence through
a multi-room object search task using the Michigan Progress
Fetch robot, with comparison to baselines built on isolated
factors or pure metric information on object locations without
modeling inter-object spatial relations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Being able to effectively retrieve objects from an environment is crucial for service robots to autonomously perform
tasks in a large workspace. Research from psychology [13]
reveals that object permanence plays an important role in
reasoning over object locations in cognitive development.
Specifically, object permanence refers to the understanding
that an object that was observed continues to stay where it
was after it is occluded by other objects. The development
of computational models for object permanence over large
spaces remains an open challenge for robotics [11], [4].
Inference based on object permanence becomes especially
critical for mobile manipulation at the building scale [5],
[16], [3]. At this scale, the greater majority of objects will
be occluded from the robot’s observable view.
In a more generalized notion of object permanence, we
may only care about the relative semantics between occluded
unobserved objects, and not their precise metric locations.
Building on previous notions of semantic maps [21], [7],
consider the semantic locations of an object are expressed
through its spatial relations with other objects. For example,
the semantic location of a toy can be ”in a toy box”
regardless of the exact metric location of the toy in that
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Fig. 1: Robot uses indirect search to locate a coke can, by
first locating a supporting table and a containing box.
box. Instead of modeling the beliefs over metric locations
of objects, modeling the beliefs over semantic locations of
objects enables robot to quickly narrow the object search
area down to certain semantic regions such as ”on table” or
”in box”, which leads to more effective search.
Towards this end, we aim to define an general version of
the object permanence problem – Generalized Object Permanence (GOP). The GOP problem considers the possible
semantic locations of an object that is not currently visible to
a robot and that may or may have been previously observed
by a robot. We describe the GOP problem as the prediction
of such a target object’s location based on its semantics with
other objects (e.g. “on sofa”, “in sink”) and a robot’s history
of observations.
In this paper, we propose a model for inference in GOP
problems through the introduction of the Semantic Linking
Map (SLiM) factor graph. Each node in the SLiM factor
graph corresponds to the axiomatic spatial relation between
a pair of objects. These axiomatic relations include {In,
On, Contain, Support, Proximity, Disjoint}. Each node is
associated with multiple factors, each of which represents
a source of inter-object relation information. In our work,
we consider three different sources of inter-object relation
information: long term memory, short-term memory, and
common contextual relation knowledge.
Inference on the SLiM factor graph leads to a hypothesis of
target object semantic location expressed by a scene graph,
which gives a hierarchy of the scene structure in terms of
the parent-child and neighbor relations between other objects
and the target object. The inferred scene graph is then used to

guide the active perception process during search. We follow
similar indirect search strategy as discussed in [1], [8] where
the robot starts the search by localizing the parent objects of
the target object as indicated in the inferred scene graph.
The main difference between our work and theirs is that
we maintain beliefs over inter-object relations over time. We
benchmark the effectiveness of our method in object search
tasks on a mobile robot against baselines that do not take
long term, short-term memory or inter-object relations into
account.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing works in object search or object retrieval can be
divided into two main categories: object search in a local
workspace, and object search on a large scale. Here we
discuss related works from both categories with our work
being more concerned with addressing object search on a
large scale.
A. Object Search in Local Workspace
The search for an object in a local workspace is challenging due to occlusions caused by scene clutter and needs
reasoning about spatial constraints. Existing works discuss
decision making on view changes (i.e. active visual search)
as well as exploratory interactions with the objects in the
scene (i.e. interactive visual search).
Wong et al. [19] used object co-occurrence and spatial
constraints to interactively search for objects within containers. Given the size of the container and the observed
objects, they sample possible object arrangements concealing
the target object. [14] extended this approach by considering multiple viewpoints and providing a better method for
sampling arrangements. Similarly, our work models the cooccurrences of objects. Furthermore, we model topological
spatial relations such as in and on to inform the search
process. Most recently, Xiao et al. [20] backed up a partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP) solver with
a simulation environment for finding a desired object on a
cluttered table top. They reason about occluded space and
trade off interacting with the scene against moving the robot.
Their model is focused entirely on small spaces and does not
employ the notion of object co-occurrences.
B. Object Search in Large Scale
When it comes to searching for an object on a large scale,
it is critical to infer probable locations where the object can
be located, an exhaustive search is impossible. An effective
strategy that many existing works deploy during the search
is called indirect object search, which is also used in our
proposed work. In indirect object search, the robot does not
search for the object directly, by sweeping the occupied the
volume of the environment, instead it uses the fact that some
objects co-occur to guide its search, by localizing easier to
perceive objects first and then examining their neighborhood
more closely.
Wixson et al. [18] demonstrated the utility of doing
indirect searches for objects, by looking for easier to spot
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co-occurring objects. Aydemir et al. [1] replaced simple cooccurrences with the topological relations in and on and used
them to guide an indirect search formulated as a Markov
decision process (MDP). In their work, the probability distribution of the topological relations between objects are given,
while in our work we learn and maintain beliefs over interobject relations. Kunze et al. [8] further expanded the set of
inter-object relations to include view-dependant directional
relations e.g right-of, but they assume landmark objects used
for expressing the directional relation to be static. Wang et
al. [17] focus on making object search tractable for POMDPs
on a floor level.
Works mentioned above are not concerned with maintaining beliefs over object relations based on a robot’s past
observations of the environment. Toris and Chernova [15]
proposed a method for inferring objects’ locations over time
based on sparse observations. However, the method only
modeled the relations of the target objects with other fixed locations in the environment, instead of modeling the relations
of all object pairs in the environment where those relations
can be inter-dependent. Lorbach et al. [9] proposed to use
factor graph to model inter-object relations for inferring
object locations, but they assume known inter-object relations
except for the target object. Our factor graph is highly
inspired by their work, but we relax their assumption on
known inter-object relations by modeling them through longand short-term memory and common contextual relations
between objects.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Our work performs object search informed by the belief
over inter-object spatial relations. The goal is to probabilistically model inter-object spatial relations, followed by
active perception for localizing objects through streaming
observations. Assume the surrounding scene of the robot
is composed by a set of objects O = {o0 , o1 , · · · , oN }. The
spatial relation between a pair of object (oi , o j ) is denoted
as Ri j . We use axiomatic assertions to express the relation,
i.e., Ri j ∈ {In, On, Contain, Support, Proximity, Disjoint}.
For example, Ri j = In indicates that object oi is inside
object o j . Guided by the beliefs over inter-object relations
R = {Ri j : ∀oi , o j ∈ O}, our active perception module aims at
localizing the 6 DOF pose of the target object.
IV. M ETHODS
Our method consists of four modules: reasoning, perception, control and search behavior. The overview of our

Algorithm 1 Build Scene Graph from Factor Graph
1: Input: target ob ject oi , neighbor threshold δ

marginal belie f f rom f actor graph Pr (oi , o j )

Fig. 3: The SLiM factor graph to model for Generalized
Object Permanence. SLiM accounts for various factors in the
semantic relation Ri j between any two objects, i and j: LT:
long term memory, ST: short-term memory, CC: common
contextual relations, SC: scene consistency.
method and the communication between different modules
is as shown in Figure 2. Specifically,
• Reasoning. In charge of maintaining the beliefs over
inter-object relations, and generating hypothesis of object semantic location expressed as a scene graph at
search time.
• Perception. Tasked with recognizing objects and estimating their 6 DOF poses.
• Observation Controller. Control robot to actively perceive the environment based on the distribution of object
locations output from the perception module.
• Search Behavior. An infrastructure module in charge
of managing the overall search. Search results get communicated to the reasoning module, which updates its
beliefs accordingly.
A. GOP Reasoning Module
Inspired by Lorbach et al. [9], we model GOP through
a Semantic Linking Map (SLiM) factor graph to maintain
beliefs over inter-object spatial relations R = {Ri j : ∀oi , o j ∈
O} based on robot observation history and common sense
knowledge on object contextual relations. Different from [9],
we do not assume a known scene structure. As shown in
Figure 3, SLiM accounts for the following factors:
• LT: long term memory factor accounts for long term
knowledge of inter-object relations based on past observations in the long run. For example, silverware is
usually stored in a particular drawer.
• ST: short-term memory factor informs the reasoning
about a particular inter-object relation observed or confirmed invalid in the near past.
• CC: common contextual relations factor focus on modeling co-occurrences between object pairs in common
environments, as well as common supporting or containing relations between objects.
• SC: scene consistency factor enforces the scene
structure to follow logic consistency. For example,
if in(oi , o j ), and on(o j , ok ), then we should expect
on(oi , ok ).
The posterior of all inter-object relations R is
P(R12 , R13 , · · · |LT, ST,CC, SC) =

1
fk
Z∏
k

(1)

2: function E XTRACT S CENE G RAPH(oi , Pr (oi , o j ), δ )
3:
if type(oi ) == SUPPORT ER then
4:
return
5:
else if type(oi ) == CONTAINER then
6:
n.parent ← arg maxo j Pon (oi , o j )
7:
n.neighbors ← {∀o j : Pproximity (oi , o j ) > δ }
8:
else
9:
n.parent ← arg maxo j Pon|in (oi , o j )
10:
n.neighbors ← {∀o j : Pproximity (oi , o j ) > δ }
11:
ExtractSceneGraph(n.parent, Pr (oi , o j ), δ )
12:
end if
13: end function

where Z is the normalization factor. We combine LT, ST, CC
into one univariate factor:
fLT,ST,CC (Ri j ) = ωLT fLT (Ri j ) + ωST fST (Ri j )
+ ωCC fCC (Ri j )

(2)

with weights ωLT , ωST , and ωCC which can be learned given
training data with ground truth inter-object relations. fLT (Ri j )
equals the frequency of occurrences of Ri j in past observations. fCC (Ri j ) is manually encoded in our experiments but
can be learned from public datasets (e.g. [10]). And
( ∆t
e− µ
fST (Ri j ) =
(3)
0,
if confirmed false.
where ∆t is the time that has past since last observing Ri j .
µ controls how fast fST (Ri j ) decays over time. We provide
heuristic µ in our experiments, while these parameters can be
learned as discussed by Toris. et al. [15]. fSC (Ri j , R jk , Rik ) =
λSC if it passes scene graph consistency check, otherwise it
is 0.
We used libDAI [12] library for Belief Propagation [6] as
inference in SLiM. The resulting marginal beliefs over interobject relations is used to derive a scene graph to represent
the hypothesis of target object semantic location as explained
in Algorithm 1. In the scene graph, each node corresponds
to an object, and edges correspond to inter-object spatial
relations.
B. Perception Module
Given the inferred scene graph from the reasoning module,
the perception module is tasked with localizing the objects
starting from the deepest parent object node, and then
gradually moving up the hierarchy of the scene graph until it
localizes the target object. We call the object to be localized
at each stage as the current object of interest 0g .
We aim to estimate the 6 DOF object pose qg of og given
the streaming RGB-D images as the robot actively perceives
the environment, under the influence of the active search
controller as described in section V. In the mean time, given
the possible neighbors {o1n , o2n , · · · , okn } of og as inferred from
Algorithm 1, we also estimate their positions (i.e., transition)
{q1n , q2n , · · · , qkn } if there exists consistent detections across
multiple frames for any of the neighbor objects.

Fig. 4: Perception module: localizing object 6 DOF pose
through particle filtering. Upper:initial particles for object
poses. Lower:localized objects poses after particle filtering.
Left to right: table, box, coke.
Building on our previous work on semantic mapping [21],
we probabilistically formalize the object pose estimation
problem in the form of a Conditional Random Field. As a
recap on our earlier work, the posterior probability of the
object poses O = {oi |oi ∈ qg , q1n , q2n , · · · , qkn } is expressed as:
p(O0:T |x0:T , z0:T ) =
1 T N
i
)φm (oti , xt , zt ) ∏ φc (oti , otj )
∏ ∏ φ p (oti , ot−1
Z t=0
i, j
i=1

(4)

where Z is a normalization constant. Robot pose xt and
observation zt are known. We use a particle filtering based
algorithm for inference of object poses. Please refer to [21]
for more details on these potentials φ p , φm , φc and the inference process.
To initialize the object poses qg during the particle filtering based inference, we sample object poses based on
the inferred scene graph from Algorithm 1. If the object
has no parent, we directly sample initial poses from Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) learned from past observations. If the object has a parent, initial object poses are
generated as poses satisfying the axiomatic relation (e.g.
on, in) to its localized parent. An example of localizing
objects following an inferred scene graph that expresses
on(box,table), in(coke, box) is as shown in Figure 4. The
particles based object pose distribution is then approximated
by GMMs and communicated over to the observation controller, as explained in section V.
V. I MPLEMENTATION
The observation controller receives a continuous stream of
Gaussian mixtures to examine. Each mixture represents the
positional distribution for an object o, with Ko components
weighted by φo,k . Each mixture itself is weighted by ψo ,
which expresses the benefit of finding object o for the overall
search task.
1) Gaussian Component Selection: The Gaussian components are rated based on cost


exp λ F(~R − X~o,k )
arg min
φo,k ψo
o,k

Fig. 5: Upper: Robot searching for a coke can which is
occluded behind a popcorn box at the initial view. Lower:
Robot proposes a observing pose to go to (red arrow in (d))
and navigates there to localize the coke can (heatmap of coke
in (e)).
where ~R denotes robot’s location, X~o,k is the mean location
of Gaussian component o, k and F is a projection onto the
ground plane. λ controls the weight given to distance in
the rating. The component with the least cost is selected
for closer inspection. We trade off inspection effort against
likelihood and benefit of success when deciding which
Gaussian component to actively perceive. We evaluate the
components’ ratings continuously.
2) Occlusion Model: We keep track of occluded view
points and select non-occluded ones for observing the current Gaussian component. Perception module informs the
observation controller module whether target object can be
occluded in current view by hypothesizing object particles
hiding behind observed 3D points and validating occlusion
ratio. An example execution of dealing with occlusion can
be seen in Figure 5.
3) Camera Pose Controller: To actively perceive the
environment, we use constraint-based velocity control as proposed by Fang et al. [2] to generate joint velocity commands
allowing the robot to perceive the selected Gaussian component. The control problem is expressed as a minimization
problem:
min ~sT H~s s.t ~lA < A~s < ~uA , ~l <~s < ~u
~s

The control variables of ~s are interpreted as velocity commands, which are limited by ~l,~u. The relationship between
~s and the task control terms ~e is expressed by the matrix A.
The vectors ~lA , u~A define bounds for velocities in task space.
Each control cycle finds an ~s s.t. lA,i ≤ ėi ≤ uA,i . The matrix
H determines the costs of violating the task constraints.
All H, A,~l,~u,~lA ,~uA are recalculated every control cycle.
The goal of our controller is to have the robot’s camera
looking at the selected Gaussian component’s mean position
~X and move to a suitable observation distance. Thus, We
define constraints on the distance between the camera and
the current component to observe, and a cost based on
alignment between the camera view direction and the vector

Fig. 6: Map of our environment. Green: Conference Room
1 (CR1); Yellow: Conference Room 2 (CR2); Red: Lounge
Room (LR).
from camera to the mean of the Gaussian component. We
also define constraints for collision avoidance and occlusion
avoidance.

Fig. 7: Our method v.s. Uninformed Search. y–axis: average
search time. x–axis: target objects (arranged in the order of
increasing uncertainty of their underlying distributions from
left to right).

VI. E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate our method, we perform multiple experiments
on searching for various target objects at a floor level in a
building. All our experiments are performed using a fetch
robot in an environment with pre-mapped environment in
2D occupancy grid as shown in Figure 6. The environment
involves three rooms, which are a lounge room (LR) and two
conference rooms (CR1, CR2). The conference rooms are
located besides each other, the aerial distance between them
and the lounge measures 27 meters. We used µ = 12, wLT =
50, wCC = 50, wST = 150 across our experiments.
A. Experiment Setup
In our experiments, we task the robot with finding one
of five target objects:Pringles, Popcorn, Coke, DVD, Remote
(ascending order of uncertainty of object locations). Objects
are placed throughout the environment according to manually
designed underlying location distributions that is hidden from
our system. Aside from the target objects, the table in room
LR is moved locally frequently as well, as tends to happen
in a shared space.
Past observations of the environment were gathered by
driving the robot around the floor to visit CR1, CR2, LR
multiple times as the objects vary their locations. The robot
detects and localizes the objects during these multiple visits
based on [21], and geometrically derived spatial relations
between objects based on the estimated object poses are used
for the long-term and short-term factors in our SLiM factor
graph. All baselines use the same perception and control
component as the main method.
B. Ours v.s. Uninformed Search
In this set of experiments, we examine the benefit of
incorporating long term memory during search. The baseline
method Uninformed Search reasons about the target object
semantic location purely based on common contextual relations, i.e., there is no factor ST, LT involved in Equation
1. We carried out search experiments for all 5 target objects
respectively. For each target object, 10 individual search trials
were conducted for our method and the baseline. For each

trial, target objects were placed in the environment following
the underlying distribution as explained in VI-A.
The average search time for all target objects is as shown
in 7. As we can see, our method outperforms the uninformed
search method for all target objects. For target objects with
low uncertainty in their underlying distributions (e.g. pringle,
popcorn), our method significantly benefits from modeling
the long term memory that captures frequent patterns in the
scene structure based on past observations. As the uncertainty
of the underlying distributions of object locations increases,
the average search time of our method increases and approaches the baseline’s performance for target objects such
as remote.
C. Ours v.s. Ours w/o Short-Term Memory
In this set of experiments, we look into the benefit of
incorporating short-term memory during search. The baseline
method Ours w/o ST is the same as our method except that
no short-term memory is not being modeled, i.e., there is no
factor ST involved in Equation 1.
We carried out search experiments with the target object
being coke. To examine the benefit of modeling the shortterm memory, we let the robot observe one of the following
inter-object relations around 5 minutes before the search
starts: A. on(coke, counter), B. on(box, counter). Case A
reflects a direct observation of the relation of coke and other
object, case B reflects an observation of an object that is
highly correlated with coke (coke is often located in the box).
We conducted 10 individual search trials for the baseline, our
method under case A and B.
The average search time is as shown in Figure 8. As we
can see, when directly observed a certain relation between
the target object and other objects (case A), our method
outperforms the baseline method. The baseline method was
mainly driven by long-term memory and common contextual
relation, leading the robot to perceive the table which is
usually where coke is semantically located. Even when the
robot did not directly observed coke, but observed box to
be on counter, our method still significantly outperforms the
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Fig. 8: Our method v.s. our method w/o short-term memory.
y–axis: average search time.
baseline method. This is because the proposed factor graph
captures the strong relation in(coke, box) and propagates the
information of on(box, counter) to on(coke, counter) in the
SLiM factor graph.
D. Direct Search
In this set of experiments, we seek to examine the benefit
of using scene graph structure to guide the search process.
The baseline method Direct Search does not make sure of any
notion of scene graph structure, instead it directly metrically
models the distribution of the target object locations as
GMMs from past observations. As a result, the baseline
method directly tries to localize the target object in the
environment, without first localizing its parent objects.
We carried out search experiments for target object being
coke. 10 individual trials were conducted for our method
and the baseline method. The target object was placed in
the environment following the underlying distribution as
explained in VI-A. The average search time for our method
is 154.16 ± 33.83s, and Direct Search method achieved
201.43 ± 119.73s.
The reason why our method outperforms the baseline
with less standard deviation is mainly because of following
reasons: (1) Our method narrows down the search region for
the target object by first localizing its parent objects in the
inferred scene graph, this is beneficial when the environment
is cluttered. (2) Our method also considers possible neighbor
objects that could co-occur with target objects as part of the
inferred scene graph.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the novel SLiM factor graph
model for modeling problems of Generalized Object Permanence in object retrieval tasks, and a control-based active
perception method. SLiM maintains beliefs over inter-object
relations based on long- and short-term observations and
common sense knowledge. We used this model in combination with the active perception method to execute and
indirect object search task. In experiments we demonstrated
the efficacy of our model against different baselines based
on isolated factors and metric-based baseline that ignores the
semantic relations between objects.
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